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Related Material: Two posters and a banner were transferred to the audiovisual department. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PLEASE NOTE: Material in this collection has been minimally arranged by the Reuther 
Library, and reflects its original order as received. In some cases a file inventory or box 
listing is available.  Subjects may be dispersed throughout the collection.
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Abstract 
The Sanitary Chemists and Technicians Association (SCATA), also known as UAW Local 2334, 
represents chemists and biologists in the Detroit area. The SCATA records are comprised of 
correspondence, newsletters, dues paperwork, member grievance, a large vinyl protest sign, and 
subject files by topic and union member, along with various other materials. 
 
 
Arrangement  
Material has been minimally arranged and reflects its original order as acquired by the Archives. 
Subjects may be dispersed throughout the entire collection.  

 


